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May 8, 1972

Mr. Bill Younger  
Alabama Supreme Court Library  
Judicial Building - Capitol  
Montgomery, Alabama 36104

Dear Bill:

I chickened on my resolution - not to attend a Legal Bibliography Institute, made application for the ADVANCED GROUP - me! joke! because I could not qualify for the basic course. I have been accepted. This rounds out my 4 and then I hope to rest in peace. What's that? My reason for changing my mind - Pimsler and Cohen were listed as instructors. I need to know how to find something on International Law -- that's on the list of subjects. Our U of A Law School is in a state of upset and search committee is searching for new dean. If we get a new dean who is Certificate minded, figured I'd better rake in another for my mother and I continue to try to keep me on the job.

Reason for this letter: How are the student leaders selected? My first one Peyton Neal was rodding - then there was you - and I do not know how I fell into the role last year. We need to keep the student's group active and I thought maybe there is some beforehand process that goes on of which I have not been aware. Is there? Who decides?

I was chosen Pres. of the SW Chapter and Lolly Gassaway the VP. Both of us will be going to the Advanced Group. I know Lolly can do well the skit and know she needs to be saved for that. I want some body to be selected while there is one of us oldies in attendance to help him or her. Last year Peyton was one of the Instructors and maybe one of the rodders of the Institute, I don't remember. But when I needed to know something I acted like he was not on the other side of the desk and simply asked. He'll not be there this year, I gather.

Can you help me?

Lovely weather in Arkansas -- my lawn is so pretty. Mulched the leaves this year and found that a wonderful idea - now grass is hi enuf the chewed bits of leaves do not show at all. Overall, in Ark. we are way behind in rainfall. So far I think my pine trees down home are not suffering.

Hope all goes well with you.

See you in Chicago,

R. Brunson